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ABSTRACT A
The rapid expansion of requIre.-ents for digital MC&C products to support advanced

u-eapon systems has required DMA to reevaluate its digital data policy. The Agency is
being called upon to produce a variety of dig.ital prodtirts .hich are vital to the

successful employment of a wide range of wcapon systems and training devices. In the

next few years, the DA level of effort will grow to enco-pass such diverse applications

as advanced guidance systems, avionics support, situation displays for C
31 and sensor

strike, automated hydrographic navigation and digital flight information. In order to

meet these requlrements DMA ruist offer flexible, efficient and effective digital MC&G

products. This presentation spells out DVMA's objectives in the digital MC&G area and

details specific methodology for reaching those objectives. The basis of this policy

is the standardization and concurrent nhancement of the Digital Landmass System (DILS)

data base. DtA's efforts to uprade "e capability, coverage, applicability and access of

digital data are spelled out. For th! log-term, DWA's goal is to develop multiple-use

data files through a prototype product evaluation program with active user participation.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is the responsibility of the Defense Mapping sensor correlation and in-cockpit map displays.

Agency (DMA) to provide mapping, charting, and The successful employment of digital MC&G data is

geodesy (MC&G) support to the United States totally dependent on the quality, flexibility, and

Military Services in the form of paper products most of all, availability, of that data. In this

such as topographic maps, hydrographic charts, respect,.DMA is modernizing its production capa-

and Flight Information Publications. These are bility and procedures in order to be more responsive

still vital elments for the successful employment to rapidly expanding digital requirements. The

of air, land, and sea forces. During the past user community must understand, however, that DMA's

ten years, however, there has been a large capability to produce digital iIC&G data is limited

increase in the requirement for MC&G support to its available resources.

for digital map products. DMA is now being
called upon to produce a variety of digital 11. DIGITAL MC&G DATA

products vital to such diverse fields as weapons

guidance, sensor simulation, situation display, Any feature on a traditional nap or chart can be

advanced avionics, automated hydrographic portrayed in digital format. Terrain, cultural,

navigation, and mission planning. and physical features can be described, quantified,
and organized in standardized file structures

It is the purpose of this presentation, therefore, allowing collection, storage, retrieval, and

to indicate specific DKA strategies to support manipulation of MC&G data in a flly automated

digital MC&G requirements for the near-term, as environment. These features can also be stored

well as for the outer years. as numerical values in a geographically defined
matrix, or portrayed as point, line, and area

More demanding mission requirements, for example, data sets positioned by a string of geographic

are driving the avionics community to develop coordinates. Terrain elevation, usually portrayed

increasingly sophisticated te:hnology to ease as contour lines on the topographic map, is best

aircrew workload while increasing aircraft depicted as an array of data posts providing
effectiveness. This advanced avionics technology latitude, longitude, and elevation values evenly

demands a new family of digital products containing spaced on a matrix. Features such as drainage.

map information which cannot he derived from the roads, and vegetation, which are rore difficult

traditional paper map or chart. Accurate digital to define on a trend surface, can be depicted as

terrain matrices are needed to update inertial a series of vectors and delta values originating

navigation systems (INS) and terrain following/ from a coordinate set and associated feature

terrain avoidance (TF/TA) systems, while detailed descriptor. Repardless of Its storage mode

feature data Ir. digital foimat are required for digitized nap data can be rapidly accessed and

84 06 28 115
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I prucv ed to ri in rfornati-i in -ivid, DNlA olso protc,-s a1 nUr!v bet Utcm +, ci .11
vari ety of for-itc ir is r iw ahi I itv to pul'110SC, non-;tanv!.,rd d ivitt I dti~ta i I I~ surh i.t
i nteract (1i v!t a 1!C_( d!t a Wi th h ' -p Na-v's I IFl 2 -,. r m ii '.it ion 1r.t i.t io t Iit A
ccartograptiic at a that hos optened ' new real m Tr.i ini t KH t i ei USiriiIat tori Sv,,tvp( i,~ :
of akni'llIcat iorcs to noet t!I t "cOds of Lhe iiser t'N is iuowev-r , at termit jii, to rasv otut such
commkin' ity . The table pc-uvides a broad reference digita!1 MAP support in faivor of a c.u ,st rmi ir -

to DM1A digital pr)ioucts. izat-ion data hase b *v i9 8,8H Non-standiuard vrodnut
will be validated only it- extreme ca:ces.

DMIA Divital Prouhirts

PRODUCT DTI IPAL TERRRAI N DIG ITAL. FFATURE TERRA IN -CONTOUR VERT ICAL OBSTRUCTION DI I TAt, LANDMASS!
ELEVATION DATA ANALYSIS DATA MATCHING DATA BLANKING DATA
(D)TED) (DFAD) (TERCOM11) (VOD) (1B

Salient !Conti.'uuus Terrai Radar Significant Discontiguous Tall features Cont igious
Featuresj Features Terrain Shoreline

Format MI~rix Vector Matrix Vector Matrix

Gran- 3 arc-second Nominal minimum various minimum 3 arc second
ularity 1(100 meters) 500)' X 500, size matrices 120' Hilig (100 meters)

4Product 1 0Lat x 10 Long 1* Lat X 1' Long various size 10 Lat X 1* Long 1' Lat X 10 Long
Unit map sets

%o- Size
Stated
Hori- 13Dm 907 WGS-72 130m 90% WGS-7 130m 90% WGS-72 170 ft 90t1 WG.S-
zontal

*Accura!cy 72

Vertical + 3Dm 90% MSL + 3Dm 90% MSL 120 ft, Point Obstr NA

Require- 31.5 Million 27 Million 1.54 Million Entire Glob ai
ment Sq. Naut. Miles Sq. Naut. Miles -Sq. MauI. Miles Coastline (ex.
Area Antarctica)

Completed 1? Ni11ion 6.5 Million -500 Thousand Approx 40%
'4"Area Sq. Naut. Miles Sq. Naut.. Miles Sq. Naut. Miles Global Coastline

*0Applica- Mission Planning Simulation
tions Intervisibility Correlation Guidance Navigation Mission Planning Radar Maskiniz

Pass Loss/Line of Mission Planning Guidance Mission Planning
* . Sight Contouring

Profiling
* . Terrain Simulation

V ~ Ill. THE DIGITAL LANDMASS SYSTEM (DLMS) The feature component of DLMS is always used in
concert with the terrain data. DFAD, while

DIYS Is the standard multi-use data base which arranged in the same even one deg~ree by one
wuill be employed in support of the majority degree geographic areas as DTED, is riot stoted

*of requirements for digital MC4G products for in raster (matrix) format. Feature portrayal
the remainder of tire decade. DI.MS is composed in this file consists of s descriptive foader
of two separate data files; Digital Terrain record, a data set Identification record, an

~0 El~evation Data (DTED), and Digital Feature accuracy record, and one or more featiie records

* Analysis Data 01 D). DTED is the terrain which contain digitallv encoded descriptive
%component and consists of a matrix of posts information about each feature aa voil as defining

defining terrain elevation values at the spatial configuration (point, Wone, area) of
approximately 100-tieter Intervals on the earth's that feature.
surface. OFAD is depicted as point, area, and
line featuresitn a separately maintained file. The DLMS product specification definres in great

* . Although the two data h;,ses are produced, stored, detail which features wilhe collected an
and maintained separately, they are compiled to stored in the tile. As DLMS was orinlinally
the sae control (World Geodetic System 1972) conceived as a ri~dar simrulatino dat;ii Kise,

-and positioned on a common source to ensure featuire portrayal Is centered on tts surtace
~ correct registration, material catergorv (1 .(, radar ref Ic!ivity).

Despite the snevmnig roplexitv of t1,e specific-
W1'ile capable ri' being used with the DFAV) as a ation, PEFAD does5 havr' a reasoiia),le c~ivahilIitv
compon-2nt of DL;!S, DTFD is often employed h- to pori rcv a wi le ran,, of cart osropical ly
Itself.* This terrain file- is DMA's I arvest , aind sli t ircant featotres * All hoon,h dra iiiov.

*most used di giIn I priw'lict duie to Its a mricity , veg'! 'il Ion, urh.,,r areas, hr idr'e , o.r line, anid
flexibility, avilability, and overall utilitv. ol,:truat on tiormal ion are availaible tit the file,

% %



lines of coi.-.,iltcat on are not The oritinal pro)'r.in of to-chldral to ';y.;l4'm
ipplicatinn of I)LMS w, medium resolution duve ol,,rs r, i rirjny , Iti , t, pr, -tv
radar stmulation. As ttwtne !vvnvors co-ld not rixim c(it. Ity ty rly In the P.I tyrle.

'I rresolve roads or rallroads. there was no llow#,ver, .i ore c-;tatliihih tirtj sut ip ...jrt .
requtrement to collect thrm. New applicattons S-rvice Ie.tdq .. rters will v.altldite their
for DFAD. however, will requl re these features suburdinate co.,'..ands' rvqt-sts fur tvcl,' lcal
to be collected. ansstance using current service directives.

Production of the DTED and DFAD files Is a DMA has revised Its digital data di qt rtlbutton
* relatively expensive, time consuming effort, policy in order to more effectively. supply

DFAD is a particularly expensive product due to digital data to the user co-,.nity. A DA
extensive feature interpretation which, at this instruction has been issued allowing direct
time, Is a largely manual operation. VIED ts user interface with the production centers for
less costly due to its relative simplicity, the acquisition of standard digital data.
DTED can be collected by two rethods. Data DIA will also provide a s.,mple data set to
produced during the 1970's were compiled from Service R&D labs which can Ve used for test
existing 1:250,000 map sheets. Map contours and evaluation purposes. a
were either digitized by hand or with a flying
spot scanner. An increasing percentage of DMA Is currently working with the Services and
DMA's terrain data is now being derived by OSD to fore'ulate a DoD policy on transformation
photogram:retrilc methods. In this case, terrain of standard digital MC&C data bases to meet the
matrices are developed directly from a stereo unique requirements of Individual weapon systems.
model with the use of sophisticated analytical The flexibility of digital data which allows
compilation equipment. To Improve quality almost unlimited manipulation and processing has
control terrain data are being further enhanced blurred the traditional definition of map products.
by the digitizing of ridgelines and drainage Consequently, a consensus agreement is needed
patterns which prevents truncated depiction of which defines the extent to which DMA is expected to
high and low points in the terrain. Currently, transform its digital data.
all production of DFAD is done through the inter-
pretation of photographic sources. V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

IV. DLNS ENHANCEMENTS Whereas DFAD Second Edition and Level-lC are
aimed at near-term expediences of the DLMS data

DMA recognizes the fact that its DLMS data base, base in the 1984-1990 timeframe, a more
conceived as a radar simulation product, is not comprehensive approach to a multi-use digital

" the optimal solution for a multi-use, digital MC&G data base is required to support out-year
mapping file. The Agency is attempting to requirements. DMA is currently developing a
enhance the capability of the data base by in- specificatio4 which can be utilized to produce
creasing the accuracy, content, and coverage of a wide range of feature oriented, digital HC&C
both the terrain and feature files. In the case products. The DMA Feature File (D.tAFF) is
of DTED, we are undertaking a systematic maint- intended to provide a foundation upon which a
enance program which will replace the majority of family of digital map products can he built
the map-derived DTED with hoto-produced DTED by using cormon feature and attribute identifiers
1988. This will substantially increase overall as a first step towards a -universal- MC&G data
file accuracy. Deficencies in the DPAD are being base.
addressed by the implementation of a Second
Edition specification during 1984 which will As currently conceived, DXAFF would provide the
include the collection of roads, railroads, and inherent flexibility and utility required to
enhanced drainage patterns. This will increase collect, store, maintain, and exchange digital
the utility of the DFAD for requirements such data with a greater degree of commonality and
as high resolution sensor simulation, C

3
1 and uniformity. Current DMA products utilize

situation map displays. totally different specifications concerning

content, accuracy, and resolution for each
A major concern to DMA is that it cannot produce application. DHAFF will provide a rule base
enough feature data against the current spec- for common Indentifications of features and
Ification to meet the valid requirements of the attributes across all product lines. DMAFF

. user community. Current projections put completion does not attempt to define specific collection
of the stated DFAD requirement around the year criteria such as accuracy and size. These will
2000. In order to get sufficient data into the still be driven by individual requirements. At
file to meet operational needs, DMA Is initiating this time, DHIAFF does not prescribe a data base
production of a new, simplified feature file, format, as it should be adaptable to any given
Level-IC, for use in areas of low cultural structure. DhAFF should, however, provide a
density. Level-IC data consist of feature level of standardization which can substantially
information derived from 1:250,000 map source Increase DMA's capability to produce a wider
with supplemental input from LANDSAT data. range of digital MC&C products.
Level-IC is intended to be a low cost supplement
to, not a replacement for, standard DFAD. To support post-1990 advanced system requirements,
Withoutithe extensive feature analysis required a major reconfiguration of D*4A dirital products
by DFAD specifications, Level-IC data can be is necessary. Content of the current DFAD data
produced at 15% of the cost. HoOever, Level-IC base will not satisfy the requirements of users
data have not yet been accepted by the entire user in the next decade. Enhancvme'nts are needed In
community. such areas as hydrography, flight information,

feazure resolution, and positioning accuracy.
In addition, DMA will initiate an active, ongoing

, *. .I S . . .* . . . . . . .-.-. . .. . .....
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The internal DMA re.Iiircm..ntF tor di-i ta] us-..rs wa.kii., vith oor irduh'-t,; in .i.;p;,ort of
productiot syster, nv.d .:to:!,atvd c i.t, ,zrahic volid g:oveine lit jre'r;erm . Ar", Ice Iabs and SPos
productb will a ts., !rivc mijor ch.,:,t in ',or and their cootit ct ,rs :re p ,ri: ted direct .ict.-,s
current digital effort enTau'ed. DMA iF to DMA on technical is~iues, such as data hase
currently in an actiwe poi 'rei to tevelop content, avail .,i lity and qualitv. The DN.IA
digital produc:s ca;yahlL ot suppcrtin-4 th,3e Requirc-.-eits liki ion is rtspnii¢, fur proviiing
sophisticated appli cations. support to the MCGG user and will issi sit vou ii

every way p-ssible. ()ur address Is as follows:
In this respect, level V. Level X, and the
High Resolution Datn Base are desi .ned to DMA(PRR)
store CLLMS type d.at at a higher dens~tv Bide 56, US Naval Obsetvatorv
level In support of weipon sys ts !ijidance Washington, D.C. 20305
and simulation systoi,. In additioni, a (202) 653-1453, AV 295-1453
lerrrin Analysis Di.,a -ase Is beimg, developed
to support ground onerations incliiiing troop Requirements for product support from DRA

and vehicular moveiLnt. must be tendertnd thirouli appropriate Service
staff or U.S. Comr-.and hn'nnvls. This Includes

The Prototype Level V, Level X and High requests for all digitai ';C&G products and their
Resolution,/Terrain Analysis Data bases, accompanying documentation. The following
currently under evaluation b," the user community, Service NC&C points of contact must be utilized
constitute DMA's applications test bed for a by Air Force, Army, and Navy elements respectively
long term approach to advanced systems support. when requestirg DMA product support:
The purpose of these prototypes is to assist
the Services in the .,finition of content AFIS(INTB)

requirements for ne':t generation data bases, Boiling AFB
, while concurrently providins valuable "hands Washington, D.C. 20332

on" experience in the use of advanced digital (202) 767-4481, AV 297-4491
MC6G data. While D.1A does not intend to put
these prototypes into general production, a DA l(ISP)
vigorous evaiuation program will continue. Department of the Army

Washington, D.C. 20330
DMA will utilize user comments on the suit- (202) 695-5509, AV 225-5509

7'j. ability of the products to define the feature
content required for operational support of Chief of Naval Operations

" high resolution simulation and automated terrain OP-952
. analysis. Washington, D.C. 20305

(202) 653-1610, AV 294-1610

Vt. DMA SUPPORT

MA Welcomes the opportunity to assist those
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